
  Quotation for 1 dog, Biggi 

C/O Ms. Deb Jarret 

From Delhi to Calgary Airport, Canada 

  

KLM   

Airline 

Delhi to 

Calgary  

Quote no 

19208-144 

This quote is based on crate size 

:40X27X30 inches 

*This quote is valid for one 

week from today 
Date 

07/01/2022 

  Details: 
Amount            

(In INR) 

A Airfreight, Airline charges, terminal charges, airport charges  1,17,440 

B Custom and Cargo Clearance at Delhi Airport 22,800 

C 
Health Checkup, Veterinary Health & Rabies certification and travel 

documentation.  4,000 

D Cargo Handling charges & ensuring the safe boarding of pet 8,800 

E Travel crate (if required)  13,000 

F Service Charges to organize everything  

20,000 

G 
Transportation from home / Boarding (Delhi/NCR) to Delhi Airport on 

the day of travel  
2,500 

H Microchip  1500 

I Pre-flight blood test  2500 

  Total 1,92,540 

 18% GST on point (B to G) GST 13,518 

  Total 2,06,058 

  *In Words:  Two Lacs Six Thousand and Fifty Eight Rupees only    

 

*Please note : rates offered / mentioned in this quote (Airfreight / Airline Charge, 
Point A ) are subject to change as the Airlines do not have regular services  due to 
the Covid situation, 
 
Please note: uplift of pets is purely subject to approval from the Airline and 
availability of space and may change on day of travel. 
 
IMP NOTE: The final confirmation for the right size of the crate as per the pet is 
entirely subject to Airline acceptance at the time of the check in at the Cargo 
terminal and incase the crate size is not found to be the right size, then the Airline 
may need a larger crate size, as per their requirement and that may also further 
increase the Airline costs. 
 
So in our opinion in case the crate size is smaller, we suggest to change the crate 
size earlier before receiving the costs, to avoid all the last minute hassles at the 
Airport for you and for us. 
  

 
 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TERMS & CONDITIONS:- 

a.  The above quote does not include: any charges applicable at destination (Canada) 

end.  

b.  Airfreight (Point A) May Be Subject to Change as per exact date of travel, by the 

Airline. 

c. The Airline charges (Point no A) in the quote may be subject to change as per 

the airlines costs chargeable at actuals as per the day of travel.  

d. Airline charges can be higher than quoted here (in Point A), due to the current 

Covid 19 situation and Petfly will not be responsible for any revision in this 

charge thereof. 

e. The quote is only estimated and as mentioned may change as per actual date of 

travel and is also subject to airline acceptance on day of travel. 

f. The Quote does not include Clearance charges or any other charge applicable at 

Transit or at Destination other than if any clearly specified in the quote.. 

g. Indemnity: Petfly does not hold responsibility for loss, death, illness, injury or 

accident due to any cause, either natural or accidental outside its own control, for 

the pet. 

h. Airline conditions of transportation of the pet are accepted by the customer in 

regards to acceptance /rejection as per on the day of travel, or any changes or 

modifications done thereof, or for any cancelation or delay of fights are acceptable 

by the Pet owner/ Shipper. 

i.  Must agree to the AIRLINE’s Acceptance of the pet animal (Dog/Cat must agree 
and accept that they indemnify PETFLY’s against all and any claims 

j. The quotation does not include anything that is not mentioned, in the given costs. 

k. The pet owner must arrange for a visit of the pet , one of the days,  to the AQCS 

(Quarantine deptt.) for the Export document &a  pet check (We will let you know 

the date & time)  

l. The travel of the pet & all responsibilities arising thereof are entirely the responsibility of 

the pet owner/ Shipper. 

m. By accepting this quote, you are also thereby accepting all the terms& conditions 

as mentioned. 

 

 
  

   



 


